
 

Two-thirds of smartphone owners have scanned QR codes, most often while in a store. QR codes can be 
used to influence purchase decisions. A compelling call to action on the product package can help convince 
consumers to scan the code. Messaging should communicate a reason for consumers to scan. 

1. The code should be integrated onto the packaging with artwork that draws attention to it. Highlight the 
code as part of the shopping experience to drive usage. 

2. Ensure that the destination landing pages are mobile friendly as consumers will experience the content on 
their smartphones. 

3. Tailor the content on the destination landing page so it quickly provides value to the consumer. Content 
should be focused and enjoyable by the user. Embed captivating and relevant pieces such as special 
recipes, product details, or videos on YouTube.  

4. Ensure the landing page content acts as a direct marketer with the consumer. Messaging should include 
differentiators between your brand’s product and competitors, portals to obtain consumer feedback, and 
content that is relevant to the user. Establishing enriching interaction with the consumer through that 
digital handshake will drive repeat usage. 

5. Continually optimize your content and messaging by using trend analysis and A/B testing to determine 
what resonates the most with consumers. Product-based consumer engagement data will yield insight 
unavailable from other digital channels in your marketing ecosystem. 
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• Three quarters of smartphone owners know 
what a QR code is used for and two-thirds 
have scanned a code.

• Those who scan do it regularly, at an 
average of 4.8 times a month. Almost half 
scanned a code in the last week, 70 percent 
in the last month, and almost 90 percent in 
the last six months.     

• Most scanners find QR codes very useful 
(with less than one-in-ten finding little 
value). 60 percent are very likely to scan the 
next interesting product they see.

• QR codes help consumers make buying 
decisions, with a scan almost always leading 
to a purchase. 58 percent of those who 
used QR codes have scanned in a store. 
80 percent of these “scanners” have used 
codes to help decide if they should buy a 
product, nine-tenths of whom make the 
purchase.

• 105.0 million smartphone owners  
(56%) likely to scan the next QR  
code they see for a product  
which interests them 

• 106.2 million (56%) scanned  
QR codes in the last 6 months  
(avg.4.8 times per month) 

• 70.0 million (58%) have scanned 
QR codes in a store

188.6 million own smartphones 
(77% mobile penetration)

•  54.6 million (78%) scanned QR codes 
in a  store to help decide if they should  
purchase the product 

•  63.7 million (91%) purchased the 
product after scanning

         
         *Data drawn from Comscore (2015) and Echo Cove  
          Research & Consulting (2015)
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